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I SIMULATION OF AN ADIABATIC URBAN BOUNDARY
LAYER IN A WIND TUNNEL-
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. J. Cour*lsnN
Central Electr.icity Rcsearch Laboratories, Kelvin Avenue, Leatherhead, Surrey

(Fírst receiued 5 Nanember l97l ontt in final fonn 5 February 1973)

Abstracf-The adiabatic boun!a.¡y-!4ygr appropriate to flor.¡ over an idealìsed urban tcrrâirl
has been simulated using a modified vêision of the sist€m previously used to procluòe â rural
boundary layet simulation.

Where possible, measurernents in the simùlated flow were compared with fufl-scalc
measurernenJs ênd reasonable agresnìen! )vas.oþ.taiqeú Ho.wever, ÞqgÊus.e of a gene¡_al l+çk q[

' measurements in urban areas, several assumptions ttu¿ to 6e mããè óonccrningltre Chârac-te-r-

' istics of some of the flow properties-
It h concluded that the characteristics øJ the s;mulatcd boundary layer are consistent w.¡thI the iîterpietation of the availablc ful.l-scale rneasuiernents-
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NOMENCLATURE
coriolis pararneter
aon-dimens ion aI f reqtency-nh I u
non-dimensional frequency at which peak nS.(z) or nS,, (z) occur
generator height
vertical distançe from tunnel floor
barrier height to base and top of castellatjons respectively
height of roughness element
'length'scale of'turbulence in the axial direction
frequcncy
probability density
correlation coefiìcient
RoSsby'irûrhbe r' t';¡ 

"xtF 
y 

"separation distance
power spectral density at frequency a
power co-speCtral density at frequsncy r¡
free-strcam vclocity
friction velocity
longitudinal velocity
vertical veloci{y
Iateral vclocity
ioughness lcngh
power index of velocity profile power law
boundary layer thickness (: fI)
mean value (reference to probability density)
S.D. (reference to preiôability density)
denotes an average w.f.t. timç
denotes a.fl ætuating contrihution.
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.1. INTRODUCTION
Tu¡ wtNo foadiog on a building or a group of buildings depends ùn the turhulence
and shear in the eppro¿çh¡ng florv; these propertiçs are dcìer¡nined by tþe terrain
roughness for the ease of adiabatic equílibirum. Therefore, ln a wind tuncel in which
- 
lT. 9f this papcr vrcre irrchded kr a paper prescntd tf a Symposiu,n on External.F/ox's held at
'örßtol Univen;ity, Ç6 luly lg7à.
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. wind loadings are to be inl'esti-raLed, it is essential that the boundary layers appro-
priate to florv over both rnoderately rough and very rough surlaces should be repro-
duciblc. The problem of sirnulating moderately rough surlace florv (i.e. rural terraiu)
has previously been considcred and an adequate simulation has been obtained
(CounrH.r.x; I 969b, 19701-

When simulating the vcr¡' rough surface (i.e. urban terrain, rvhich is taken as the
extrerìle rough case), the first problem to resolve was modelling of the buildings (i.e.
the lar,ge roughness elenrents) to obtain the appropriate roughness parameter. It was
noted that this roughness length \4/as a functìon of the density distribution of the
buildings alrd the fetch. Therefore, its variation as a function of these two quantities

'-' '\\ãs'determined initially'(Cou¡ùrÊ{AN; *971): Hence, knowing'thç degree'of-roughness
or the roughness length to be sirnulated, the appropriate distribution of roughness
elenents could be selected to represent equilibrium flow over that particular terrain;' - flié'eQúilibriûilr'3tate'beingdefñed as'õnè irr fvhichthê b"oundarjlâ)ref 'ðhãi'âcrêtistics

do not change appreciably along the flow direction. Typically such flow would not
occur in an urban area due to insufficient fetch being available. However, as a basis
from which to work, the equilibrium state is considered here.

There is also difficulty in defining the urban boundary layer since the full-scale
measurements available for such sites are sparse. In many cases, the sites considered
have varied widely and measurements have been affected to some degree by local
buildings. This being so, local effects have been measured rather than those appro-
priate to a particular mean urban conditìon. Usually it is impossible to assess such
effects since detailed knowledge of the site geometry is not available.

Urban wind measurements and their analysis are also affected by the magnitude

. of the local roughness length and the zero-plane displacement (CouNrrnN,l97l).
Allowances for these quantities have, until recently, tended to be neglected in the
literature; exceptions to this are included in e.g. Peescrrrcr (1937) and Pesquu-r- (1950).

It is possible that morç consistent gesult¡ rygqtd- be obtained if, as stated b,y C¡r4¡o-
LER (1968), "a standard non-standard site" could be defined, or if more care were to
be taken in the selection of sites for full-scale measurements.

The rural terrain simulation was achieved by the use of a barrier, vorticity generators
and surface roughness. The intention of that system was to produce the complete
spectrum of turbulence as it exists in the atmospheric boundary layer. However, in
considering the problem of simulating such a flow it seemed much more practical to
approach it by saying, "how can a cettain mean velocity profile and turbulence
intensity distribution be produced", (while still keeping the large scale turbulence
required in mind), rather than say "what can be used to produce turbulent eddies
of some particular shape, size etc." Hence the approach was based on modelling the
velocity profile and turbulence intensity required and assuming that this system would

" ' "''' ''producet*reeompletespectrum, wftieh-itdid{6ouNr.unN, 1969b), athe"ground rough-
ness was matched to the barrier and provided for the continuing production of
turbulence at ground level.

On the basis of the above simulation it was anticipated that, having decided on the
urban terrain characteristics to be simulated, the geometry and spacing of the
generators would not nced to be changed. The only alterations envisaged to the system
were a change of the barrier height and the use of large roughness elements.

This naner nresents fhe main noints which were considercrl in choosinø a tvnienl

urban terrain, how it was represented in a wind tunnel and some ol:he moasuremen'rs

made in this simulated urban boundary layer.

2. EXPE}ìì MENTAL DETAILS

All of the tests were car¡ied out l'n the C.E.R.L. Boundary Layer wind tunnel at a

scale of l:4000 and the instrumentation was as previously described in Coulllr¡N
(1969b, 1970). This wind tunncl is used only for boundary layer simulation rvork;

ìvind loading and othe¡ tests are carried out at scales of I :250 -l : 500 in the Lolv Speed

Wind Tunnel. The measurements were made over the full boundary layer height at

Stations A and B which are 3 and 4l boundary layer heights, respectively, dorvnstream

öf îhe generators (CouNruAN, 1969b). Some add,itional measu.remetìls were lnade at a

downstream distance of 6 boundary layer heights. The majority of the nleasurements

were made at spanwise positions inline with the generator centre-line and in-line with
-ihe generatór.mid-sþan. At'Statlò-1l B, additional measuternents u¡ere made at variotts

spanwise positions relative to a particular roughness element in order to assess the

Iocal effects of the large roughness elements-

The roughness elements used lvere'the same as those -used in CoUNIH¡.N (1971)-

These rvere "LEGO" bricks mcasuring 9'5 mm (0'375 in-) high, (i'e' h,lf{ : -tf) and

15.9 mm (0-625 in.) square which were fitted to "LEGO" baseboard on the wind tunnel

floor. The spacing of the bricks used to represent the urban terrain was two brick

widths between brick centres in a spanwise direction and three brick widths in a

streamwise direction. The ratio between the brick plan area and the total area wai

approximately 0'15.
The geometry of the barrier castellations was similar to that used in the rural

terrain simulation. The height of the barrier determined for the urban simulation was

htlV :0'208; h2lH : 0'250

-where/zr and.h.raremeasured^tothebaseandtothetopofthecastellationsrespectively..

3. DEFININC THE URBAN BOUNDARY LAYER

3.1 The aelocíty profle

It rvas assumed that thc variation of velocity with height in an urban area could be

represented by a porver law, as in the case of the rural terrain. Initially it was thought

that a power law having an exponent of 0'40 should be considered; this was suggested

by DevrNroRr (1963) as being appropriate to heavily built-up urban areas. However,

this was later reconsidered for the following reasons:

Firstly, a survey of the available literature showed that urban power law exponents

varying from 0.21 to 0-40 had been measured at various urban sites as follows:

Site

Liverpool
London
Kokubunji
Suburbs
Japanese towns
City centre

'Ref.

JoNrs e¡ al. (1971)
Snerr¿.no (1963)

SnrouNi (1962)

DeveNpoRt (1960b)

Knuer (1955)

DnveNponr (1963)

ll"
o.2l
0.23
0.25
0-28

0.33
0.40



I tenrperature grâdients'appropriate to'the above data have cLrtlciary layer incica'íe

n in thc litcratu..; ho*.u.i thè .r',.orurements were mostly th ongitudinallurbirlc¡ce

o rds, implyilg trear-adiabatic conditioirs. in

Se.-ondly, from the nìeasurcments previously made in rough boundary layers where

the rougluress heigl-rt wes a signifìcant part of the total boundary layer height 3.3 The power spectral densities

(Courrtrnx, 1971), h rvas sho,,vn that a rvide range of indices could'be fitted to the The available measurements and discussions of urban power spectra (e'g' D'+vrs-

particular roughness element and the heiglrt range over which the proâle rvas fitted. ;;ì;; J;"ld be similar. Therelore it is to be expectecl that the high frequencl' end

For example, if measur-ements were not madeto a height great enough to be free of oirt. ro.",rum when plotted in the ns (n) form witt follow Kolmogoroffs -2i3 latv

local efects of the roughness, variations in the local mean velocity of fl5 per cent (r**oto*orn, l94l)' The longitudinal s-pectra sho*lcl al;o be invariant with iieight

couid be measured o,,, distances. Some of the measurements of except possibly at heights whicñ a1e low in comparison to the loc¿rl building height'

Additionally, in the velocity profìles in rough-wall boundary Additionally, " 
,""o"diry p"uL os' (tÐ value may be detected at a f,requency associated

non-equilibriun florvs. Similar conditions p obably applìed to the cases where such heights'

exponents had been obtained f¡om full-scale measurements. 
LU eoùvr Yruvrv osvu 

úith trr.r" exceptions, the form should be hat proposed by H'rnnrs (1968): '

The final point considered was that an exponent of about 0'28 had been.measured

previously (CorxlneN, 1969b) in a rough-wall equilibrium boundary layer, in which nS"(n) * 
A;}f

the ratio of the roughness height to the boundary layer height was similar to that fo¡
the intended urban boundu.yluy.t simulation. , 

where' 
Relerence velocity at a height ol l0 rn.

Taking all the above points into consideration, an exponent of 0'28 was chosen x: nLltro, Z: 1800 m and U:'o:
for the urban site near the equilibrìum state. Local modifications caused by large The form of the vertical spectrum ts assumejd to be that proposed by Buscn and

obstructions can be obtained by representing these in the model and producing locãl PnNorsrv (1968):

areas having a greater slreâr flow and indices up to 0'40. nS- (n) æ l'071f[:t-t 
,

Furthermore, the 0.28 index has been chosen by the Commonwealth Aeronautical " vD \"t -' 
1 + l'5 (flfin)I

åiî::î'åÏ,ï:î:ff"iîï:Ïi":ttå;,1.:ii;?'iîfft"#iJì;tiJ?,,i1'äå the raterar spectrum, as in the rurar simuration, is assumed ro rie betrveen the

shear flow requirement for some basic industrial aerodynamic investigations. longitudinal and vertical spectra'

3.2 The turbulence întensities 3'4'Reynolds sfresses

- The available data on urban turbulence measurements are not very extensive and Full-scale measurements of the Reynolds stresses are relatively felv for rural

are insufficiently detailed to present graphically as in the case of rural data. This is terrain and are even 
''ore 

sparse in the case of urban terrain' Howcver' the ratio of

probably due to the fact that the main erort has been directed towards trying to the rural to urban 'i""tt "* uu de¡ived on a semi-theoretical basis from data rvhich

define a represenfative velocity profile as a fi.rsr step in the understanding of the urban predicts the variatìon olthe Reynolds stresses with the Rossby Number (R' : üt^x/F

environment. Estimates of the longitudinal turbulence by Davrx*onr (1960) and i,). rn" Rossby Number mo'ily reflects variations in the roughness lengths of the

for urban sites, are not significantly greater than those associated with rural sites. lengthforanurbanareaisdesirableifagoodestimateofthestressesistobeobtained'

Based on ¡ocal velocities however, they should be20-3oper cent in the lower regions rvvhen a moderately rough surface,is being considered' local variations in the

roughness length ur" not silnificant. However, with a very rough suiface, i.e. urban

of the terráin, the roughness length is very dependent on the position at which it is measured'

ve ràn!è, É r:e;

velocity b t so

measurements by Hanrwer.r, (1971) in the London area have indicated values ranging gt it w

from r0 to 30 per cent based on rocar velocities. There is naturally a greateramount should be between 2-3 m full-scale' This is consistent with sreoe (1969)' on this

of scatter ín the urban measurements than in the case of the rural measurements due basis the ratio of the urban to rural shear stresses near ground level was estimated as

on the measuring position relative to the locar buildings. 
--- ------ --r- phere in adiabatic equilibrium'



Fto-¡l tlte analvsis of urements by DelaNo and paNor.sry
'(1957) it is possible to obtain an estimate of the ratio of the stresses based on local
velocitics. For heiglits comparable to the hcight of the roughness, this ratio is about 10.

If the turbulertcc scales and intensity are corlectly modelled it can be assumed that
the dissipation term is scale$ correcLly (Ta.vlcln, 1935). The corresponding rate of
production of turbulent energ)', rvhich is proportional to the product of the shear
stress and the velocity gradient, should also be simulated correctly and should equal
the dissipetio¡r. If the scales and intensities of turbulence and the velocity profile,
associeted rvith the above terms, are correctly simulated and are constant in a stream-
wise direction, then the resulting shear stresses should be correctly scaled.

3.5 The co-speclrunt of the Reynolds stresses

The available co-spectral data for rural situations have been correlated and
analysed by P,,rNorsrv and M.q.nES (196S) whô deÍiveit a semi-empirical expression to
describe the co-spectrum. A siniilar relation may be assumed for urban co-spectra.

Clearly the positioning of the co-spectrum on the frequency scale is dependent
on the relative positions or frequency bands of the longitudinal and vertical velocity
spectra. In this context, the work of Panofsky and Mares indicates that the majority
of the stress contribution lies in the range,

0-01 < /< 1.0.

Since the spectra of the vertical velocity are height dependent, it can be assumed that
the co-spectral measurements rvill also be a function of height above the constant stress
Iayer. However, most of the available measurements have been made at heights of less
than 50 m (160 ft) where variations of the co-spectra due to height would probably not
be significant. The slope of the co-spectra at the high frequeiréy eñd is taken as - $
x'hen plotted in the n s"u (n) form; this has been adequately verified by the ræent
measurements of MlvnrE, srEwARr and BuRuNc (1970) and of SrrnueRAN (1970).

3.6 The probability density distribution

A review of the relevant meteorological papers by Glnrerr (1932); SnlornNl (1950);
Cn-cr"rrn (1952) and Sur¡oN (1953) suggests that the measured full-scale velocity
distributions are Gaussian within the range of ! 3ø,but outside this range the r"ugr"-
ments show variations from the Gaussian form which do not appear to be insignificant.
At present, a reliable comparison between model and full-scale data can only be made
within the i 3ø range due to lack of full-scale measurements.

Although the above data are relevant to rural sites, it is assumed that the comments
and conclusions apply equally well in the case of urban terrain.

3.7 The scales turbulenceof
It has already been established that the scales of turbulence simulated in the rural

tenain boundary layer were the correct size, relat-ive to the boundary layer height, for
compata.bility.-between it and a.naturally grown boundary layer (CouNrHAN, 1970). It
now remains to be decided what modifications, if any, could be expected to be
ímposed on the length scales in flow over an urban area.

At heights which are relatively free of the effects of the building wakes, it seems
reasonable to assume that there wjll be no significant chanse of the scales of turbulence

except perhaps that of the vertical scale. A change of this scale seems possible bccause

ãf tt.,. g..ut.r roughness elements, in the form of buildings, producìng a qre¿ter dcgrce

of eneigy transfer in the vertical direction. At heights rvhich are thc samc ordcr of

magnitude as the buildings, it is assunled that the scale lcngths in the strea¡¡wisc

direction would be reduced due to obstrr-rction and breaking up of thc florv by thc

buildings-

3.3 The typìcal urbail Íerrain boundary la¡'er

From the above discussion it can be seen that despite the lack oi ltrll-sc¿rlc d¿rta in

many areas, sorreconclusions can be made regarding the tlorv to be sinlulated-. 
Sin.. the majority of the availabié fuil-scale dàta are mean velocity profile rncaslrre-

ments, then this quantity will be used initially as a giride towards defining the urb¿Lir

boundarY laYer-

It is assumed that the velocity profrle can be reprcsented by a p'ovrer larv and on tlìe

basis of the available data and the arguments put forward, an index oF0'28 is assumcd

to be the most representative choice--as,iS the associated value of thc mean roughness

length (i.e. 2'50 m).
However it has been emphasisecl previously (e.g. CouxtnnN, 1969a) that the

simulation of the large scale turbulence, rather than that of any specific velocity profìlè,

is also an essential requirement in this simulation work.

4. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

4.1 The ffict of increasing the barrier height

The suggested range of theoretical power law velocity profiles covering variations

in terrain between rural and urban is sho"vn in Ftc- 1.

AUlAUAltl U¡ Udil DUU¡tu4rJ Ld_Y!¡

o4 ol c3 o4c L6C

ù/Ù^o, ø/uno\

E,^ I Þ^,,ñ.14.v l-\|n cinr¡rleaion-¡¡rh¡n terrain

Simuloted ptoîiles- sJâÌton I
Bcrrier heighl( to b:s¿-of c.slers)
25 4mm l-Oorn- -/-23,6mm 1.25¡n. J-t
3l.75mm l-25Oiñ- rF

Theoreticol power low Profiles
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6S0 J. LOUNIHAN

" Tlie u'ork o¡r thô ruraì silnulation has sholvn the elTect on the molnentun loss due to

incrlase ofthc barrier height; a sinrilar cffect for the urban sirnulation is also ln

Frc. l- In this case it is Probab le that the momentum loss due to the roughness is

considerably grea ter than in the case of the rural roughness. Therelore, the roughness

sliould defìne the lon,er section of the velocity profiles independently of the height of
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the barrier.
As a roug¡ guide, an increase of 0.021 hlII in the barrier height ri'ill result in a

velocity defect of about 0'03 ûlÚ*o*. sorue of this loss must be attributed to the rough-

Dess elùnents and some âllt)wance made when interpohtion of the data is required

in the range 0.143 < l/a ( 0.28. It can be seen fronì FlG. I that a barrier height of

hrlH : O¿O-S is adequate for producing a velocity profile having.an index of 0'28'

4.2 tr{ e an t:elo cit }' an d turbulence int ensí ty nleasurenlettts

The r¡easuremeltsof tha¡rean velOcity a¡d Reynslds stress at Stati-on 'B are shoWn "

in FlC. 2 and the corresponding turbulence intensities in FlC. 3. It can be seen that

the simulated velocity profile approximates fairly closely to a 0'28 power index profile

over the majority of the boundary layer height. At a height of the order of the rough-

ness height, the ratio of the urban and rural stresses based on the gradient velocity

is appro-ximately 1.40 compared to the estimate of 1'50- Similarly, the ¡atio based on

theiåcal velocity is ? compared to l0 from the full scale measurements' This degree

of agreement is tonsidered to be acceptable when the inherent inaccuracies involved

in fill-scale Reynolds stress and mean velocity measurements are considered'

Frc' 3' Boundary layer sirnulation-urban terrain' Station .B'

is as follows:

Simulated turbulence Heltrw¡rl (1971)(n (n
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rc.2. Boundary layer simulation-urban terraio' Stat¡on ^B'

The measurements of the turbulence intensities are shown in Flc. 3. The ratios of

the lateral to longitudinal and vertical to longitudinal turbulence are 0'75 and 0'59

----^^.:.,^1., i^ +t ^ 1a,,¡a¡ canrinn nÊ the hnrrn¿lnrv laver compáred to 0.75 and 0'54

4.3 Correlation nteasurements and turbulence scales

Some of the correlation measurements

results áriil -iä-Fr6s' 5-7'

roughness) lower heights'

and lateral not significan

At heights greater than the building height tht

to the rural scales oflurùuùn.e; lhe vãrtical scales however are consistently larger

(Flc- 5). This is attributed to the greater n.rii"ot transfer of energy associated with

the larse roushness elements which represent the urban buildings'
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Sponwise effects ol roughness
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Ftc- 4. Boundary layer simulation-lrban terrain, Station B.

11 rvas assumed in Section 3-7 that the scales of turbulence in the streamwise
directìon would be reduced in the urban terrain in the range of heights influenced by
the building u'akes. This is shown to be the case in Flc. 7 which shows the variation
of the along-rvind length scale with height in the simulated boundary layer. It can be
seen that the length scale increases with increase of height up to about ylõ (i.e. hlH)
of about 0'40. Above this height the intermittency in the flow (CouxlHaN, 1970) will
tend to reduce these sca.l.es.of turbulence

F;¡ed poin'i - h/H =C-C3C

Urbcn ierrâin -'1-
Rurol lerroin - <i-

h/H =aJ67

Frc. 6. comparison or correration 
;;,";1ü:lb.;ì'fïr.',ïï. 

in simurared boundarv tavers.

very good agreement was obtained between the simulated boundary layer results
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simulation length scales should, and in fact do, rie between the rough and smoothresults of Antonia and Luxton.
From the above results the turbulent len.cth scales were considered to be adequately

simul¿ted in the urban boundary layer.

4.4 The pov:er spectral dettsiìics
Typical spectra of the longitudinal, lateral and. vertical fluctuating velocities arecompared *'i¡h the rural spectra in Flc. g. The longitudinal spectra are seen to besinrilar in forrn; the urban spectrum has been..r"årir.J,"itñr.rp."t to the rurarterrain longitudinar spectrunr to ilrustr¿rte this. A smail seconáo.y p."t i, .;il.;;';the urban longitudinal spectrurn.lvhieh is c :nsistent with the .o.á.ntu of Section 3.3.

The- size of this peak is clearly dependent on the position 
", 

*rri"r, ìi" measurement ismade relative to the roughness elements.
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It can be seen that (hlH)no increases with increase of height in the bound ary layer,

the rate of increase being greater at heights below about hlH - 0'15. P-'rNorsrcv's (1969)

analysis of many full-scale measurements made over mainly rural terrain, suggesls

that below flH of about 0.10 the above product is essentially constant, which irrplies

that the scale of turbulence increases linearly with increase of helght. Above this

height he found the product (hlH)no to increase, which implies thet the turbulence

scale increases less rapidly with height. Above hl H of 0'15 the simulated flow measure-

ments are consistent with these full scale observations. Near ground level (i.e. hlH <
0.15) the vertical scales of turbulence in the urban simulation increase less rapidly
with increase of distance from the grgund due to the greater ground roughness,
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The longitudinal spectra, measured o!,er a heig{rt range ( 0.50, havebeen normalized by thê mean squares of the resfective äu ties and havecollapsed generalþ to a single curve (Frc. 9). Spectral made belorv
hl H : 0.06 would not be expected to follow this invarian r the reasons
stated in Section 3.3.

"full-scale data the foilowing table has been derived from Flc. I0:
hlH: 0.06 0.083 0.t67 0.30
(hlH)no: 9.00 tt.6 lB.4 21.00

where n, is the frequency at which the peak n ^!, (n) occurs.
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conscque'ntl): àco-tìstanf (hl H)n, is not obscned. This is consistent with the observa-n 'tions nç<Je in Section 4.3 concernirrg the cámparison of ¡he vertical scales of turbulencein urban and rural boundary layeri.

4.5 Thc co-spccrra of ilrc Reyallds stresscs

the Reynolds stresses are shown in Flc. I I and conr_
o_spectra and 

-the 
semi_empirical form suggested by

s cau be seen, the major part of the energy contribution
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Fto. 12. Probability tlènsity distribution of the longitudinal fluctuating velocity in simulated
rural and urban boundary layers.

relation to wind loading problems, if the full-scale data, when it is available, also

shows this feature. Similar distributions were obtained for the lateral and vertical
fl uctuating velocities.

4.1 The uariation of the power índex witlt the rougltness pararneter

Having achieved a satisfactory simulation of urban and rural types olterrain, it is
desirable that intermediate types of flow could also be simulated. Suburban conditions
can be interpolated,from available meteorological data and from the boundary layer
simulation work. Hence three main types of terrain can be defined as follows:

F¡c. 11. B:u:da:y layer símulation: co_sp€cfra- o.f the longitudinal and yçrtical ffuctuating
velocìfi,ás.

The forms of the semi-empirical curve and the rural terrain measurements athlH :0'083 are very similar. lnt it to be expected since the curve of panofsky andMares was derived from data mainly obtained n.", g.ounã-r"u"l.
The co-spectral measurements in the urban terrain at various heights generallyagree with these made in the simulated rural terrain, a[)aÍtf-- oo" inconsistencywhich has not been explained. However, since the forms oËthe longitudinal and verticalsp€ctra and their vartatjon with height, in the height ruog".onriãered, were consid.eredaæeptable, it follows that this variation of the co--spe"tr;*ith ;";gnt ir.lr" 

""""piJLl. . 4.6 Thç.pr9þ"a"þ-di7y, dqwi(y.,iistrihutian"s. _ .-..__-.,.
Typical measurements of the probability density distributions of the longitudinalflrrctuating velocity in the simulãted urban and rurar boundary layers are shown inFlc, 12. Theme¿$urements cover a range of !2_3ø. Within tîe fimits of accuracyto which full-scale measurernents are termed Gaussian, these distributions can alsobe considered as Gaussjan. However, they do show va.iations from the Gaussiandistribution at high values of the standard deviation which could be significant in
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!
,-:The.lull-sca.le ¡lean boundar¡. la¡cr depth has been assun.ìed in all cases to be of the
' order of 600 m (2000 ft).

Hence if the rougliness pararlìcter of a particular site can be defìned, then the adia-
batic atmospheric boundary layer florv can be ¡nodelled in a wind tunnel within thc
rr.nge of terrain t¡'pes tabulated above.

I

5. CONCLUSIONS
(a) The definition ofthe urbau boundary layer, in Section 3, is considered to be the

best aveilable consistent with the small amount of full-scale information.
(b) The simulation is considered to be an adequate representation of a boundary

layer so defined.
(c) An attenpt has been made to detne the scaling factors for the main terrain

types for the purpose of simulating such flows.
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